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Abstract— ROSflight is a lean, open-source autopi-
lot system developed with the primary goal of sup-
porting the needs of researchers working with mi-
cro aerial vehicle systems. The project consists of
firmware designed to run on low-cost, readily available
flight controller boards, as well as ROS packages for
interfacing between the flight controller and applica-
tion code and for simulation. The core objectives of
the project are as follows: maintain a small, easy-to-
understand code base; provide high-bandwidth, low-
latency communication between the flight controller
and application code; provide a straightforward in-
terface to research application code; allow for robust
safety pilot integration; and enable true software-in-
the-loop simulation capability.

I. Introduction

In recent years, there has been a tremendous amount
of research in autonomous operation of micro aerial ve-
hicles (MAVs) supporting a broad spectrum of use cases,
including disaster response, inspection, monitoring, and
mapping to name a few. To aid academic institutions
and other organizations in this research and in the rapid
development of MAV technology, we present ROSflight
as a minimalistic, lean, open-source autopilot developed
specifically with the needs of researchers in mind.

A large variety of autopilot technologies are already
available to researchers. Some of these have been de-
veloped and maintained by commercial entities [1]–[5],
while others have been developed by communities of
volunteers [6]–[10]. Most of these autopilots are designed
to enable out-of-the-box operation of MAVs in open-air
situations with GPS, or under tight control from a human
pilot. As a result of both the intense competition and the
incredible energy in the autopilot domain, many of these
autopilots have become quite feature-rich and demon-
strate state-of-the-art capabilities in terms of autonomy
and real-time performance.
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Fig. 1: The ROSflight project logo. Links to the doc-
umentation, discussion forum, and source code can be
found at https://rosflight.org/.

The performance and capabilities of these autopilot
systems is outstanding, and we recognize and praise the
excellent work that has gone into them. Unfortunately,
however, this very richness of features sometimes be-
comes a burden to the researcher. One way this manifests
is that some of the leading open-source autopilots, such
as [7], [9] have become so feature-rich that it takes
an unreasonable amount of time for a researcher to
understand the implications of changing aspects of the
code they may wish to customize. Another common
manifestation is that sometimes the interfaces provided
to the autopilot are not flexible enough, either in terms
of the types of control setpoints that can be sent to the
autopilot, or in terms of insufficient band width in the
sensor data streaming or control setpoint transmission.
Finally, it can be very difficult to operate such autopilot
systems under conditions that differ from those for which
they were designed, such as trying to fly in GPS-denied
environments with autopilots that require GPS reception
to operate.

To ease MAV research and development efforts, we
offer ROSflight as an alternative, bare-bones autopilot
system designed primarily with the needs of researchers
in mind. To meet those needs, the core objectives of the
ROSflight project are to provide the following:

• A small, easy-to-understand code base
• High-bandwidth, low-latency communication be-

tween the flight controller and application code
• A straightforward interface to application code
• Robust safety pilot integration
• True software-in-the-loop simulation capability

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First,
we will describe the overall vision, intended use case
and organization of the ROSflight project. Next, we
will describe the design of the autopilot, including the
various components and the communication between
them. Third, we will discuss integration of the autopilot
for both hardware experimentation and simulation, and
finally, we will discuss a few research projects that have
used ROSflight to successfully complete and publish
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novel research.
A previous publication [11] described an earlier im-

plementation of ROSflight. While continuing with simi-
lar objectives, this paper describes a new, from-scratch
implementation that replaces the one described in the
previous publication.

II. Overview

In this section we describe the vision and long-term
goals for the ROSflight project, then provide an overview
of how we envision the system typically being used. We
also provide a brief overview of the organization of the
ROSflight project.

A. Vision and Objectives

One of the primary goals of the project is that the
code base will remain lean and easy to understand. In
our experience, complex black-box systems have not been
conducive to research activities because they make it
difficult to debug the full-system behavior when the de-
tails of the inner-loop operation are not well-understood.
In addition, highly complex systems can be difficult to
configure for the unique requirements of research appli-
cations, and can be difficult to modify when required.

To avoid these pitfalls, we have chosen to adopt the
philosophy that the embedded ROSflight firmware will
implement only the minimum functionality required to
achieve safe and stable flight. This functionality includes
sensor and actuator input/output, high-bandwidth com-
munication with a companion computer, attitude or
attitude-rate control when operating a multirotor air-
craft, and supporting functionality such as configuration
management and safety features. All higher-level func-
tionality is left for the user to implement, typically on
a companion Linux computer. While this requires effort
from the user, we believe that it makes ROSflight a
much more flexible and easy-to-use tool for researchers
who often already write highly-customized application
code. For example, GPS-denied operations are inherently
supported because the firmware makes no assumptions
about the presence or quality of GPS, as opposed to other
flight controllers that require a GPS lock before arming
to support their large feature set. We have also chosen to
adopt a hard stance against feature creep; we welcome
users who wish to incorporate additional functionality
into the embedded flight controller to fork our project
and to share their successes, but in general we will not
merge these extensions into the core code base.

Another key goal of the project is to enable useful
simulation capabilities, including true software-in-the-
loop (SIL) simulation. Some autopilot systems use flags
in the firmware to change the behavior of the code when
running in SIL mode. The ROSflight firmware instead
uses a hardware abstraction layer to implement SIL,
so that the core flight-stack code that runs in SIL is
identical to the code that runs in hardware, and has no
knowledge of which mode it is running in. This approach
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Fig. 2: Intended use case. The embedded flight controller
provides sensor and actuator input/output. The appli-
cation code runs on a companion computer, and com-
municates with the flight controller through a provided
ROS interface. A safety pilot is able to override computer
control if needed.

also allows ROSflight be be incorporated into a variety
of simulation environments. Additionally, the interface
with application code is identical between simulation
and hardware, which allows many integration issues to
be debugged in simulation before moving to hardware.
These features are discussed in more depth in Section IV.

B. Typical Use Case

The intended use case for ROSflight is illustrated by
the diagram in Figure 2. There are three main compo-
nents to the system: the embedded flight controller, the
companion computer, and the safety pilot.

The flight controller runs the ROSflight firmware,1 and
provides low-level input/output for sensors and actuators
(servos and electronic speed controllers (ESCs)). For
multirotor vehicles, the flight controller also performs
attitude or attitude-rate control. For most research ap-
plications, the embedded firmware should not need to
be modified, unless new low-level multirotor attitude
or attitude-rate controllers are being developed. The
ROSflight firmware is targeted to run on low-cost, readily
available flight controller boards.

The companion computer is a Linux computer—such
as an Intel NUC, NVIDIA Jetson, Odroid, or other small-
form-factor computer—that is mounted on the vehicle

1https://github.com/rosflight/firmware
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and is connected to the flight controller via USB. Con-
nections over UART serial are also supported if required.
For researchers who use the Robot Operating System
(ROS)2, the rosflight_io node in the rosflight pack-
age3 provides a ROS interface to communicate with
the flight controller. All configuration of the flight con-
troller is also performed via service calls provided by
rosflight_io.

It is intended that most research code will run on
the companion computer, as indicated by the application
code block in Figure 2. The application code can use the
high-rate sensor data streams exposed by rosflight_io,
and sends control setpoints to the flight controller. These
control setpoints can consist of attitude and throttle
commands, attitude rate and throttle commands, or
direct throttle and servo commands. We refer to these
setpoints as offboard control setpoints, because they are
“offboard” from the perspective of the flight controller
(even though the companion computer is also mounted
on the vehicle).

The safety pilot is an integral part of the system, and
interacts with the flight controller using a standard radio
control (RC) transmitter. Due to the nature of research
code, it is important that the safety pilot have the
ability to quickly override the offboard control setpoints
at any time. The flight-controller firmware makes three
mechanisms available to accomplish this:

1) The safety pilot may lock out the offboard setpoints
completely by flipping a switch on the transmitter,

2) The flight controller will follow the minimum of
the throttle setpoints coming from the safety pilot
and offboard setpoints, allowing the safety pilot to
quickly kill the throttle if necessary,

3) The safety pilot may temporarily and indepen-
dently override the roll, pitch, or yaw-rate channels
by deviating the corresponding transmitter stick
from center.

These override mechanisms have proven to be valuable
in our experience, although they may be independently
disabled if desired. For safety reasons, the flight controller
can only be armed from the safety pilot’s RC transmitter.

We note that while ROSflight has proven effective for
operating smaller research UAS, and substantial effort
has been made to make it as safe and dependable as
possible, the design process did not include formal safety
analysis or redundant design to mitigate potential soft-
ware or hardware faults. We therefore recommend that
ROSflight be used only on smaller UAS, and not on larger
vehicles that pose significant risks in the case of failure.

C. Project Organization

The ROSflight project is hosted on GitHub4, and
consists of two separate but related code bases: the

2http://www.ros.org/
3http://wiki.ros.org/rosflight,

https://github.com/rosflight/rosflight
4https://github.com/rosflight
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Fig. 3: Flight stack architecture. Rectangles represent
modules in the flight stack, and ellipses represent inputs
or outputs. The nominal flow of data is represented by
the arrows.

embedded flight-controller firmware5, and the ROS in-
terface6. Documentation is maintained as part of the
project. Links to the code repositories, documentation,
and other resources are provided at the project website,
https://rosflight.org/.

We also wish to point out the ROSplane project [12],
which provides a good example of application code that
provides GPS-waypoint following capabilities for fixed-
wing MAVs. The ROSplane project implements the al-
gorithms and architecture described in [13].

III. Design

The core ROSflight firmware flight stack is made up
of several modules. This design is intended to limit
the scope of each module so that the implications of
changes to any one module can be easily understood. The
module-level architecture of the flight stack is shown in
Figure 3. In this section, we will describe each module, its
role in the flight stack, and the relevant algorithms used
in its runtime processing. Additional details beyond the
overview given in this section are provided in the online
documentation.

A. Flight Management Modules

The first three modules we will discuss are the state
manager, the parameter server, and the communications
manager. These modules are responsible for providing an
efficient and safe environment for the control and state
estimation to occur. Because of their role in managing
the operating environment, they tend to have larger
scope than the other modules, and can be a little less
straight-forward in implementation. However, significant

5https://github.com/rosflight/firmware
6https://github.com/rosflight/rosflight
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Fig. 4: Simplified finite state machine diagram for the
state manager module

attempts have been made to limit their complexity while
still maintaining an efficient implementation.

a) State Manager: The state manager is responsible
for handling external events and system errors, and
managing the system state. “State” in this context refers
to whether the system is experiencing errors and whether
the system is armed or in a failsafe condition, as opposed
to the current attitude and angular rate of the MAV,
which will be discussed later. The state manager also
informs all other modules of the current state of the flight
controller so they can behave appropriately. The state
manager implements a finite state machine, a simplified
depiction of which is diagrammed in Figure 4.

b) Parameter Server: The flight controller behavior
is controlled by a number of parameters that are config-
urable by the user while in the setup phase, but remain
constant during operation. These parameters include
controller gains, motor and remote control configuration,
and sensor stream rates. Parameters are accessible to all
modules in the flight stack at any time; however, the
parameter server includes a mechanism that informs the
other modules of changes to parameter values to im-
prove efficiency during runtime. The parameter server is
also responsible for interacting with the communications
manager to provide the user interface for viewing and
setting parameter values.

Parameters are also saved to non-volatile memory so
they persist through reboots. If a corrupt parameter set
is detected via a mismatched checksum, or if the stored
firmware code version hash does not match that of the
current firmware, the stored parameters are discarded
and default values are used, and an associated warning
is displayed to the user.

c) Communications Manager: The communications
manager is responsible for receiving commands from
the companion computer and streaming sensor data.
While the actual communication protocol is abstracted
to enable easy replacement, the current implementation
uses MAVLink [14] as the serial protocol. An associated
MAVLink parser is supplied for the companion computer
to decode and encode the sensor information and com-
mands.

Communications between the computer and the flight
controller take one of three forms. First, data such as
sensor readings or motor commands are streamed to
the companion computer at configurable rates. Second,
commands can be sent to the flight controller, which
trigger actions such as calibrating sensors and changing

parameters, and which are followed by an acknowledg-
ment report. Finally, control setpoints (such as desired
roll, pitch, yaw rate, and throttle) and external attitude
updates can be streamed to the flight controller.

All three of these communication modes can take place
simultaneously. Priority has been given to enabling very
high streaming rates, including streaming IMU sensor
measurements at up to 1000 Hz. To ensure safety and
that streaming messages are prioritized over other com-
munications during flight, many acknowledgment-type
commands are disabled while the aircraft is in the armed
state.

B. Flight Control Modules

The rest of the modules shown in Figure 3 are pri-
marily responsible for the real-time state estimation and
control of the aircraft. At a high-level, control commands
are received from both the RC transmitter and the com-
panion computer. These commands are merged together
by the command manager, taking into account safety
pilot integration and other user-specified constraints, and
given to the controller. Meanwhile, sensor information is
collected from the board abstraction layer and provided
to the state estimator, which provides the current state
estimate to the controller. The controller determines the
desired forces and torques in the body frame, and the
mixer takes these body-frame commands and transforms
them into individual motor commands, based on the
geometry of the MAV. These commands are passed back
down through the board layer to the actuators on the
aircraft.

a) Command Manager: The command manager is
responsible for combining commands from the compan-
ion computer and the RC operator, enabling safety pilot
integration and safe testing of unproven control and
estimation algorithms.

In the case of pure RC operation, the command
manager simply passes through the RC commands. If
offboard control setpoints are provided by the companion
computer, then the command manager will pass those
commands through unless one of the safety-pilot override
mechanisms described in Section II-B is activated, in
which case it reverts to RC control. The command man-
ager will also revert to RC control if the offboard control
setpoints time out. The command manager additionally
applies a default failsafe command if the RC signal is
lost.

When sending offboard control setpoints, the user may
specify which channels contain valid setpoints. This can
be useful for scenarios such as implementing an altitude-
hold controller while still allowing for RC attitude con-
trol. The stick-deviation safety-pilot override mechanism
also operates on a per-channel basis.

b) Estimator: The state estimator is responsible for
using the accelerometer and rate gyroscope to estimate
the current attitude, angular rate, and rate gyroscope bi-
ases of the MAV. ROSflight implements the quaternion-
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The function f converts the quaternion attitude estimate
to Euler angles. The estimated angle φ̂ is compared to
the commanded angle φc. The output of the controller is
the normalized torque uφ.

based complementary filter from [15] with some modifi-
cations from [16].

Without external position or velocity measurements,
attitude is only observable under unaccelerated condi-
tions and the yaw-rate gyroscope bias is completely
unobservable. To compensate for these limitations, the
companion computer may optionally provide an external
attitude measurement update that is used to update the
complementary filter estimate. If this application-specific
measurement is accurate, then ROSflight performs much
better in accelerated conditions, and the yaw-rate gyro-
scope bias can converge. A complete description of the
algorithm used to perform state estimation is detailed in
the online documentation.

c) Controller: The controller is responsible for driv-
ing the MAV to its desired state. It consumes both
the state estimate and the combined command from
the command manager, and produces normalized desired
torques and forces. The controller can be configured to
operate in one of three modes: angle mode, rate mode,
or passthrough mode. All relevant control loops use a
PID-like structure as shown in Figure 5.

In attitude mode, the user supplies the desired roll and
pitch angle, the desired yaw rate, and desired throttle
values. Because the controller operates directly on the
Euler angles, the current roll and pitch angles are first
extracted from the current estimated attitude before
being consumed by the PID control loops. Due to the
Euler decomposition step, commanding extreme pitch
angles in angle mode is not advised, because the Euler
decomposition will encounter a singularity at 90 degrees
pitch. Rate mode control does not have this problem, but
it is considerably more difficult to operate from a safety-
pilot perspective. The block diagram for the attitude-
mode controller is shown in Figure 5.

In rate mode, the user supplies values of desired angu-
lar rate in all three axes, plus throttle. The angular rate
control loops have the same structure as the attitude

controllers, with the exceptions of omitting the Euler-
angle decomposition step and operating on angular rates
rather than on the Euler angles. However, they use a
separate set of gains, with the ki and the kd gains
typically set to zero.

In passthrough mode, the controller is completely
bypassed, allowing direct access to the motor mixer. This
allows for direct actuator control from the companion
computer or RC if required, and is a common use case
when operating fixed-wing aircraft that have slower dy-
namics than multirotors.

It should be noted that the RC and the companion
computer can each supply angle, rate, or passthrough
commands, and that they do not have to match. For
example, the safety pilot can be commanding angle-mode
commands while the companion computer is operating in
rate or passthrough mode without any issue.

d) Mixer: The mixer takes the normalized torque
and throttle outputs from the controller and maps them
to actuator commands, depending on the location and
type of actuator. For example, a quadrotor "+" configura-
tion requires different motor actuation from a quadrotor
"×" configuration to achieve the same torques. The motor
mixing occurs by multiplying a static matrix A ∈ R

n×4,
where n is the number of actuators, by the vector of
desired normalized torques and throttle τ to produce the
actuator command u as

u = Aτ . (1)

The values of the actuator commands u vary between -1
and 1 for servos, and between 0 and 1 for motors.

Because both τ and u are normalized, each row of A

is also typically normalized, and can be calculated for
a multirotor MAV as follows: If ri is the vector from
the center of mass of the MAV to the center of the ith
propeller plane, ei is the unit vector in the direction of
thrust, and si is the direction of propeller rotation along
ei (following the right-hand rule), then

M =

[

k⊤e1 . . . k⊤en

r1 × e1 + ks1 . . . rn × en + ksn

]

, (2)

A = ‖M†‖row, (3)

where k is the unit vector in the z direction, and M is a
matrix whose columns represent the thrust and moments
contributed by each of the n rotors. The (·)

†
operator is

the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, and ‖·‖row normalizes
each row of its operand matrix.

The mixer is also responsible for incorporating general-
purpose setpoints from the companion computer to ad-
ditional actuators not essential to flight. This allows the
user to perform tasks such as raising or lowering landing
gear or dropping payloads.

IV. Integration

Beyond a high-quality implementation of the flight
control algorithms and associated software, ROSflight is
designed to be easily integrated into an existing hardware
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Fig. 6: Quadrotor and fixed-wing MAVs using the ROS-
flight flight controller
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Fig. 7: Hardware abstraction layer and SIL architecture

and software system. As shown in Figure 7, the flight
stack described in Section III makes all hardware-level
calls through a hardware abstraction layer (HAL). This
architecture makes integrating the flight stack into new
hardware relatively simple and makes true software-in-
the-loop (SIL) simulations possible. The existing hard-
ware and SIL implementations are briefly discussed be-
low. We refer interested readers to the online docu-
mentation for additional details on the HAL and SIL
architectures.

A. Hardware Implementation

ROSflight is currently distributed with a hardware
board interface to STM32F4-based flight control boards
derived from the OpenPilot F4 Revolution flight con-
troller [17]. This hardware has become popular in first-
person view (FPV) drone racing and is therefore widely
available, inexpensive, and made to a good standard of
quality. The F4 board layer implements functions for
reading sensors, outputting motor commands, providing
serial and USB connectivity, and supplying clock-related
functions such as getting the current time in microsec-
onds from system boot.

Although STM32F4 is the only board family currently
officially supported by the ROSflight project, other flight
control boards, such as STM32F1 and STM32F3-based
FCUs have been made compatible through implementing
the required board-level functions. Figure 6 shows a
multirotor MAV and a fixed-wing MAV, which both used
ROSflight in visual-inertial state estimation research ef-
forts.

B. Software-in-the-Loop Simulation

Software-in-the-loop simulation is a valuable tool for
researchers who wish simulations to be as similar to
hardware as possible. While other flight controllers sup-
port software-in-the-loop or even hardware-in-the-loop
simulation, most of them require configuring the flight
control stack into a simulation mode. This mode changes
some aspects of how the flight controller operates, and
therefore is only a partial SIL simulation. In contrast,
a ROSflight SIL implementation simply implements the
HAL API, and (depending on processor architecture)
exactly the same flight stack library that is run on
hardware can be linked to the simulation for accurate
simulation testing. The ROSflight flight stack has no
knowledge that it is operating in a SIL environment,
and runs exactly the same code as it does in hardware.
One notable feature of this architecture is that the HAL
also defines the means by which the flight stack accesses
the current time. This makes faster-than-realtime simula-
tions possible even in SIL, which is useful for applications
such as reinforcement learning.

ROSflight is currently distributed with a HAL imple-
mentation for the Gazebo robot simulator [18]. However,
other, more photorealistic simulations have been devel-
oped which support ROSflight SIL, such as the Holodeck
simulator [19] based on the Unreal 4 video game engine.
Images of a ROSflight SIL simulation in both the Gazebo
and Holodeck environments are shown in Figure 8.

V. Conclusion

ROSflight is a lightweight, flexible, easy-to-understand
research autopilot designed to meet the needs of re-
searchers in autonomous operation of MAVs. The built-in
functionality has by design been limited to a very narrow
scope to enable easy understanding and integration into
other projects, and serves as a base upon which higher-
level functionality can be developed.

To date, ROSflight has been used in a variety of
research efforts resulting in publications [20]–[25], in-
cluding applications such as model-predictive and LQR
control of quadrotors and visual-inertial navigation for
quadrotors and fixed-wing vehicles. ROSflight continues
to support a number of ongoing research efforts by
providing a flexible, high-bandwidth interface for sensor
data and actuator or control setpoints. These successes
have demonstrated ROSflight to be a useful research
platform for MAV state estimation and control.
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